
Chili Bar Concept Pro Forma Assumptions 

Assumptions Comments 

A Planning Tool 

Economic models are descriptions of what could happen and tools for assessing 
potential financial risk.  These do not present guaranteed financial results.   
Economic estimates are based on the existing operation as a baseline with 
adjustments per market information to date. 

Stable to Growing 
Market Demand 

Assumes no decrease in long term demand and assumes long term modest 
demand increase associated with population growth (Millennial Generation and 
family formation) and other demographic changes 

COVID-19 
Still to be determined effect of the pandemic on demand; could increase use in 
the near term; long term effects on outdoor recreation demand of all types 
could increase. 

Seasonal 
Destination 

Activity will continue to nest with current river use; some expansion into 
shoulders with day use amenities. 

Stable Recreation 
Resource 

Assumes similar year to year recreation patterns per the flows on the river 
resource. 

Operational 
Partnerships  

Revenue producing operations may be conducted with concession or other 
partnership agreements. 

Operations and 
ROI 

This represents operations and maintenance budgeting.  Return on investment 
(ROI) or cost to conduct site improvements to be calculated in draft report; 
however, given current alternatives and economic estimates indicate that a ROI 
will likely require a long-term commitment to many multiple years at best. 

 

  



Revenues by Alternative - Less Expenses 

Alternative 1: Access, Interpretive Center, Office and Storage 

 Rate Units Occ./yr. Vehicles/yr. NET 

Parking* $6.00 60 15% 3,285.00 
 

 $6.00 60 33% 7,227.00 
 

      

 Rate Sf/units Monthly Months NET 

Office $1.25 700 $875.00 12 
 

Storage $60.00 2 $120.00 12 
 

      

 Rate Attendance Parties Months NET 

Nature Center $6.00 5,000 2,000 12  
 $6.00 7,500 3,000 12  
      

TOTAL ALT 1     
 

 
Alternative 2: Day Use and Store 

 Rate Units Occ./yr. Vehicles/yr. NET 

Parking* $6.00 15 15% 821 
 

 $6.00 15 33% 1,807 
 

      

 Months Rev Ops/COGS Labor NET 

Store 6 $150,000 $(102,000) $(35,000) 
 

      

TOTAL ALT 2      

 
Alternative 3: Camping and Store 

 Spaces Rate Occ./yr. Days/unit NET 

RV 6 $30.00 25% 91  
RV/Full* 6 $70.00 33% 120  

Tent 4 $30.00 22% 80  
Group Camp 1 $45.00 22% 80  

      

 Months Rev Ops/COGS Labor NET 

Store 6 $150,000 $(102,000) $(35,000) 
 

      

 Rate Sf/units Monthly Months NET 

Office $1.25 700 $     875.00 12 
 

Storage $60.00 2 $     120.00 12 
 

Camp Steward* $20,000.00 Residence Season 5-6 
 

      

TOTAL ALT 3      
 RV/Full* not included in Total 

   
 Profit O&M Break Even Loss 

 

  



Market Feasibility by Alternative 

 
Alternative 

 
Demand 

 
Supply 

Market 
Feasibility 

Comments 

Alternative 1: 
Access 

Interpretive 
Center 

Office and 
Storage 

Medium High 

 

Current demand for river access parking does 
not exceed capacity; multiple existing 
interpretive facilities in the immediate region; 
an interpretive facility proposal would need a 
full interpretive, exhibit, and programming 
plan; could augment existing facilities but must 
identify a unique selling proposition to attract 
visitation.  Does not include use of renovated 
house as a rental (arbnb-type) unit, one arbnb 
property currently operates adjacent to and 
above the site. 

Alternative 2: 
Day Use and 

Store 
Medium Low 

 

Low supply in immediate area provides 
opportunity to provide river users and 
residents additional picnicking and river view 
opportunities; proposed trail use would further 
increase activity and beyond the summer 
season.  Store likely to be linked to existing 
commercial river operation. 

Alternative 3: 
Camping and 

Store 
N/A* Low 

 

One existing upriver informal camp ground 
linked to outfitter operations with limited 
visitation data; substantial supply available at 
Coloma-Lotus node including full service 
facilities with multiple accompanying 
commercial services; a short peaked season 
requires larger scale and high occupancy to 
generate demand; small number of currently 
proposed units would be market outlier. 

 

  



Economic Feasibility for Operations by Alternative 

 
Alternative 

 
Expenses 

 
Revenue 

Economic 
Feasibility 

Comments 

Alternative 1: 
Access 

Interpretive 
Center 

Office and 
Storage 

High Low 

 

May provide a site specific interpretive 
opportunity and extend season and add day 
use fees; house office space and storage at 
market rates may augment revenue; but 
operating a full interpretive facility is costly.  
House used as recreation rental unit not 
considered but could augment revenue 
significantly. 

Alternative 2: 
Day Use and 

Store 
Low Medium 

 

Least cost operational alternative; adding day 
use opportunities such as picnicking (a 
potential trail use) may extend use beyond 
summer season and generate additional day 
use fees revenue; store operations poses risk 
and likely require a private concession link with 
river operation and may require associated site 
redesign for bus access.  Store security costs an 
issue. 

Alternative 3: 
Camping and 

Store 
High Medium 

 

Campground maintenance especially camp 
host costs are high; dry camping unit fees are 
small and unlikely to attract substantial RV use 
due to competitive full service alternatives; full 
or partial RV hookups would increase revenues; 
however, not enough units to generate sizable 
revenue or attract concession investment that 
could provide significant ROI; feasibility 
requires increased size and professional 
investment and operating expertise. 

 


